New to Hopkins? First things first. Connect with your Librarian, a.k.a. Academic Liaison, who specializes in your subject area. Just walk into the Research Consultation Office (RCO) or visit the Information Desk on M-level. For a complete list of librarians, visit the website at bit.ly/2KO2iOe.

In this interactive session, ask your burning library questions of the cool librarians of the Sheridan Libraries. (And by “cool,” we mean the library is just super, freaking, freezing cold right now.) This event is BYOB, Bring Your Own Blanket!

So exciting! Special Collections is accepting applications for Freshman Fellows, a one-year fellowship exclusively for freshmen. You’ll get to do original research with awesome rare things, and you’ll be mentored by curatorial staff. Plus, you’ll get a stipend of $1,000 at the end of the fellowship! Past fellows have researched the relationship between fashion and feminism in the 19th century, explored the secret history of dorm life at Hopkins, and translated 16th-century Latin texts. For details, go to: www.smore.com/pyt37.